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Chairperson’s Message

Foreword

For WISE (Women in Struggle for Empowerment), there is no development
strategy more beneficial to a society as the one, which involves women as central
players. Since its inception in 2011,WISE has been doing great work for the
marginalized and womenfolk, despite the fact that the space for civil society has
been shrinking day by day, due to the proliferation of repressive laws aimed at
curbing basic freedoms, WISE dared to stand up for human rights, particularly the
rights of women.
It was not easy for the young organization to sustain, but its visionary leadership
and energetic team did hard work, to make it a valued women-led organization
and today it is counted among the credible organizations in Pakistan.
WISE believes in investing in new generation of women human rights defenders
and young girl leaders; so new cadres are produced to further strengthen the
movement for women rights, democracy and development in Pakistan. It is
committed to learn from previous experiences and intends to collaborate with all
stakeholders to strengthen the women human rights in Pakistan. To this end, WISE
will strengthen knowledge networking, work closely with grassroots human rights
initiatives, and further reinforce our strategic alliances and advocacy at all levels.
I hope WISE leadership would continue to be inspired by the excellent work of our
team of young and dedicated staff. I am confident that with solidarity and a new
sense of mission, we together, can make change happen to democratize Pakistani
society and ensure human rights for all.
On behalf of the board members, I appreciate WISE management and staff for
their stellar work and untiring efforts to transform this young organization into a
vibrant icon of women struggle in Pakistan. I hope you continue bringing women's
rights to the center of the discourse on human rights and development.

Saleha Athar
Chairperson
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Publishing WISE Activity Report has always been our concern but various
limitations, particularly the paucity of funds never allowed us to undertake this
much needed activity. Finally this year we have been successful in managing desired
funds and bringing out our first Activity Report. Despite the challenges through out
the period, WISE continued to grow during this period as a strongly committed
organization, able to support and empower women and marginalized communities.
WISE works both; at the grassroots and the national level. At the grassroots level, it
facilitates the communities and movements, and enables them to articulate their
concerns. At the national level, WISE engages in policy and advocacy, representing
the voices and perspectives from the ground. Thus we consciously try to bridge the
gap between the theory and practice of women rights.
For the last 6 years, WISE has been extensively working for women rights rule of law,
fundamental freedoms, access to justice and compliance of UN human rights
conventions through awareness, advocacy and lobbying. We are active member of
several networks and alliances, like; Civil Society Working Group (CSWGP) on
GSP+Punjab, Pakistan Human Rights Defenders Network (PHRDN), Child Rights
Movement (CRM), Punjab, Anti Torture Alliance (ATA)- Pakistan and MUMKIN
Alliance- Ending gender-based violence.
I am happy to present this Activity Report, which gives an overview of the WISE
work during the entire period for the promotion and protection of human/women
rights in Pakistan. It features updates and activities under all programs and a
financial overview during the period, among other things.
We would like to express our gratitude to our partners whose invaluable
contributions have made WISE accomplishments possible.

Bushra Khaliq
Executive Director
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Organization

Governance

Women in Struggle for Empowerment (WISE) is a Non-Governmental organization, established
in 2011, registered under Societies Act 1860, dedicated to promote social, political, economic
rights of women in Pakistan. WISE is an all-women's group of like-minded, united on the basis of
shared vision of gender justice.
WISE leadership comprises women rights activists, with background of active struggle for
women empowerment in Pakistan. Its team enjoys versatile experience in community
mobilization, advocacy and lobbying for women rights, child rights and human rights related
programs & campaigns.
WISE strength lies in close networking with women struggles and movements at grassroots,
national, regional and international level. We believe in struggling and politicizing all human
rights thus working closely with marginalized groups, religious, ethnic minorities and
vulnerable sections of society.

WISE is all-women run organization. The 7-member executive board is good
combination of experienced and young women leaders, contributing in advancing
and promoting women rights and gender equality in Pakistan.
Saleha Athar, Chairperson is a seasoned social, political and women rights activist.
She has been member of International Council of the largest global feminist
movement, World March of Women (WMW).

Maleeha Hussain, is well known and senior gender expert with rich experience of
pro-women legislation and implementation of Sexual harassment laws in Pakistan.
She is advocating for women rights, Democracy and Pluralistic society.
Sidra Humayon, is a experienced gender expert with special focus on the issue of
Rape. She has a rich experience in dealing with the Rape survivors and providing all
kinds of rehabilitation to them.
Sarah Suhail, is a young and energetic social and political activist working on the
rights of the marginalized and vulnerable communities, particularly transgender
and LGBT people.

Vision:

Objectives:

A just and violence-free society where
women and human beings enjoy equity and
equal rights, avail economic, social and
political opportunities with full freedom and
have capacity to exercise their rights.

1. Organize, educate, mobilize women and
.... synergize struggles for their socio.....economic and political rights.

Mission:
Act together for protection and promotion of
human rights in order to change society in
favor of women through awareness,
organization and building synergy among
human rights groups, women and their
movements.

Philosophy:
P u t t i n g w o m e n i n t h e fo r e f ro n t o f
development paradigms, is prerequisite for
any positive social change. There is no
development strategy more beneficial to
society as the one, which involves women as
central players.
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2. Eradication of gender-based violence
discrimination, customary practices that
deny women advancement.
3. Advocacy and lobbying for pro-women
programs, policies, laws and
implementation of women related existing
laws.

Almas Shakoor, General Secretary, has long standing working experience on
development related research projects; participatory community development
planning and Impact of Globalization.

Shamim Qayyum, is a community leader attached with textile workers movement
in Faisalabad. Shamim played vital role in winning the textile workers strike in
2007.
Javeria Adeel, Finance Secretary, is among the founder members and former
employee of WISE. She has rich experience of working with communities and
women issues, particularly Anti-Harassment Laws.

4. Counseling and legal assistance to women
victims of violence, torture and sexual
harassment.
5. Undertake multi-disciplinary research of
important, contemporary and theoretical
questions regarding women issues, human
rights, child rights, in local and regional
context.
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Team

Advancing Women Agenda

Training for gender equality,
women's empowerment and
Human rights is an essential
component of WISE activities to
promote Women and Human
Rights.

Policies and Procedures

Shahid Iqbal, Manager Programs

WISE believes in institutional building and
has developed related policies for strong
internal systems within the organization.
WISE strictly follows its Gender Policy,
Financial Policy, HR Policy & Procedural
Manual. WISE is managing its program and
financial record in both hard and soft
versions by following international
standards. The organization has been
regularly undertaking its annual financial
audit.

Staff

Bushra Khaliq, Executive Director

Asma Aamir, Monitoring & Evaluation

Saadia Wasim, Project Coordinator

Najma Aqeel, Admin & Finance Officer
Shahida Perveen, Project Manager

Pervaiz Masih, Office caretaker

Internships:
WISE builds capacity of young students and
university graduates and welcomes individuals who
are willing to help promote women and human
rights in Pakistan. So far 18 female students from
various colleges and universities have completed
the two-month internship program.
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We conduct trainings on key issues
related to women and human
rights. In this regard the WISE
approach is guided by women laws
in Pakistan, key international
normative instruments, in
particular the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW).
WISE has provided trainings to a
number of civil society members,
organizations, students, lawyers,
police officers and government
officials on topics like; Sexual
Harassment at Workplace, Gender
justice and Violence against
Women, Women Workers Rights &
Labor Laws, Torture, Impunity, Rule
of Law,
Recognition of Human
Rights & State obligations.
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Campaign Against Sexual Harassment
WISE is actively engaged for the promotion and
compliance of the law against sexual harassment at
work place. In collaboration with the Govt. of
Punjab, Women Development Department
(WDD)and the Office of the Ombuds person Punjab,
WISE run an awareness campaign (Harassment
Awareness Volunteer program) on implementation
of anti harassment law in 36 districts of Punjab
province. The main objective of this campaign is to
aware working women and men about the law and
ask institutions including govt. as well as private
entities to implement the law in their institutions.
Under this campaign, WISE provided orientation to
the managements of various institutions; including
Banks, Hospitals, universities and factories and
facilitated them how to establish mechanisms. for
compliance of the law at the work places. Under,

Male
18

18

Female

Total

160

161

321

1776

2538

4914

Harassment Awareness Volunteer Program(HAVP),
around 5000 persons (male & female) attended the
public awareness seminars, 321 volunteers (161
female, 160 male) were trained on the issue of sexual
harassment at work place and the steps required for
the compliance of law. These trained volunteers
further provided orientation at 489 work
establishments including 83 educational
institutions, 92 hospitals, 127 banks and 192
factories and industrial units in 18 districts of
Punjab. These include districts of Layya, Muzaffar Garh, Okara, Sahiwal, Multan, Vehari, Rajanpur,
Dera Ghazi Khan, Lahore, Kasur, Nankana Sahib,
Sheikhupura, Mandi Bahauddin, Gujranwala,
Sialkot, Rahimyar Khan, Bahawal Nagar and
Bahawalpur.

Number & nature of workplaces
visited for compliance of Law
Factories Banks Hospitals Colleges
18

156

135

103

95

Total
489

In the process of awareness on compliance of this law, WISE successfully engaged the district administration,
members of national and provincial assemblies through inviting them as speakers at public seminars.
Besides HAVP program, during the last 6 years, WISE also provided orientation to over 600 representatives of
various CSOs and Govt. departments and university students. Around 450 students and faculty members of
different universities were given training and orientation on the issue and the mandatory steps required for the
institutions for the compliance of the law. WISE was part of the special seminar at university of the Punjab, Lahore
College for Women University, National College of Arts (NCA) and Pakistan Institute of Fashion Design, Lahore.
WISE facilitated and provided orientation to the managements of various institutions to establish mechanism for
total compliance of the law at the work places. In this regards it extended services to Pakistan Cricket Board to
provide training to their staff, coaches and young women cricketers to make them aware of the law and code of
conduct. Similarly FC College University, Lahore and Mayfair group of industries hired WISE training services for
its Inquiry Committee Members, academic and administrative staff.
Review meetings: WISE also arranged several jointly stakeholders meetings in collaboration with Mehargarh, to
review the implementation process of the law against sexual harassment in Punjab. Representatives of public and
private sectors, including OP Office, PCSW, Punjab University, Lahore College for Women University, LESCO, PCB,
HRCP, LUMS, Habib Banks, Mezan Bank and Coca Cola joined these meetings.
In recognition to its extensive work on the issue of sexual harassment, WISE was acknowledged as one of the best
institutions by Mehargarh and granted prestigious award on the occasion of Working Women Day 2014.
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Strengthening Women Political Leadership

Exposure visits:
For the experience gaining and linking
development, interface sessions were
organized for caucus members with Women
Caucus of Punjab Assembly, WDD, PCSW, Lord
Mayor Metropolitan Corporation Lahore,
Chairman of the District Council and Municipal
Committees of Nankana Sahib, were organized.

Documentary:
Based on the women councilors experiences in
the process of political participation in local
govt. elections & functioning. A short
documentary was also developed to showcase
project interventions and its outcomes.

Data Analysis:

Since the passage of the Punjab Local Govt. Act (PLGA)
2013, WISE has been working on Strengthening Women
Political Leadership in Local Governance. In collaboration
with USAID, WISE initiated a one-year project (June 2016July 2017) under its Small Grant and Ambassador's Fund
Program (NRSP-SGAFP) to promote the process of
women political empowerment in LG structures in two
districts of Lahore and Nankana Sahib.

Under the project, WISE also published two
Analytical Reports for the Districts of Lahore
and Nankana Sahib, comprising analysis and
comparison of different trends among women
elected councilors; like age group, marital
status, qualification, occupation, sources of
income, interests, and political parties'
affiliation etc.

Training Manual:
After Training Need Assessment of women councilors
and targeted beneficiaries, a comprehensive Training
Manual was developed in urdu language based on the
TNA findings. The manual was later shared with
stakeholders including local govt. department of Punjab,
WDD and other public institutions.

Capacity Building of women councilors:
Under this project WISE built the capacity of 636 elected
women councilors (492 from Lahore & 144 from Nankana
Sahib) from all the LG tiers; Metropolitan Corporation,
district council, municipal committees, and union
councils of district of Lahore and Nankana Sahib.

Local Govt. Women Caucus:
A 30-Member Caucus of Women's Councilors was also
evolved to sustain women political empowerment
initiative. The purpose of LG caucus was the continuous
advocacy for gender sensitive development at local level,
main streaming of gender sensitive policies and services,
and for highlighting women issues within the LGI's.
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Deepening Democracy
Provision of portable water and repair of
drainage systems were the result of advocacy
efforts made through these assemblies.

Citizen's Assemblies:
Over 400 community people joined citizen's
assemblies, where they interact with their
elected local representatives and shared the
development issues in their areas.

The project “Deepening
Democracy through Local
Governance ”was started
in October 2015 in
collaboration with
National Endowment for
Democracy (NED) in 6
selected union councils of
two districts of Lahore &
Sheikhupura.

Capacity Building:
Around 90 councilors, UC secretaries and
community activists attended three training
sessions on Punjab Local Govt. Act 2013. It
was good opportunity for them get
awareness on main features of Local Govt.

Awareness material:
Posters, brochures and handbills were
published and disseminated among public
also contributed in enhancing the people's
understanding on LG system and its
importance in the lives of the communities.

Around 1000 community women joined WISE awareness raising seminars. Other
stakeholders who attended the public seminars and trainings include Local Government Elected
Representatives, Women Councilors, Government Officials, Parliamentarians, Legislators, Women
Caucus Members, Lawyers, representatives of CSOs, Election Commission of Pakistan and media.
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The objectives of the project a) is to enhance the
leadership and advocacy skills of local elected
councilors and women at the community level, b)
build the capacity of local committees in dispute
resolution and peace building, c) raise awareness of
laws related to local government and women rights
and strengthen demand for policy reforms and
implementation.

of Musalihat-e-Anjuman/Panchayat were trained.

Under the project, Citizens Vigilance committee have
been formed in six UCs for the democratic
accountability of the LG institutions and to assess and
monitor the progress of community development.
Women are the integral part of these committees.

The on-going project also aims at capacity building of
elected councilors including women councilors,
training of community women leaders and Anjuman
Musalahat Committee members and accountability of
the elected councilors. So far 232 community women,
LG elected representatives, UC secretaries, members

Around 500 community women Joined women
assemblies, where they particularly raised their
specific issues related to lack of facilities in health
and education establishments, dispensaries and
problems, being faced by girls in primary schools.

Citizens Vigilance Committees:

Women Assemblies:
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Strengthening Women Electoral Participation

Advocacy & Lobbying on Local Governance

In view of the forthcoming general elections 2018,
WISE started a project in Nov 2017 “Strengthening
Electoral and Legislative Program (SLEP) in district
Nankana Sahib in collaboration with Trust for
Democratic Education and Accountability (TDEA).
The 7-month project aims at enhancing women
participation in electoral process, reducing gap
between men and women voters through helping
13125 women to acquire their CNICs from NADRA
and registered themselves as voters with the
Election Commission of Pakistan.
Under the project, in coordination with all
stakeholders i.e: NADRA, Election Commission of
Pakistan (ECP), District Council, Nankana Sahib,
Political Parties, Local Government Department;
WISE is tasked to identify unregistered women,
facilitate them to acquire NICs through MRV and
NRCs in Tehsils of Nankana Sahib, Shah Kot, and
Sangla Hill.
In this regard, WISE has conducted a number of
community mobilization meetings in the different
areas of the district, involving men and women and
created awareness about the importance of CNICs
and Voter Registration.

WISE believes that women political
empowerment leads to their social and
economic uplift. In 2012-13, in collaboration
with Rural Development Policy Institute (RDPI),
WISE initiated the advocacy and lobby efforts
for legislation on local governance and timely
LG elections in Punjab.
These efforts were instrumental in getting the
PLGA 2013 passed. Along with other civil
society actors, WISE was part of the meetings
with Punjab parliamentarians and other
government departments to share women
position for the legislation on local Government
in Punjab. WISE successfully highlighted the
issue of Local governance, through following
activities.

Nov 15, 2012: Civil Society Consultation on
Punjab Local Government Bill 2012.
Feb 20, 2013:Book Launch “Democratic
Decentralization & 18th Amendment.
March 30, 2013: Advocacy Seminar on Local
Government Legislation in Lahore.
October 07, 2013: Parliamentarians Forum on
PLGA Bill 2012 in Lahore.
December 27, 2013: Press Conference on
PLGA, Elections and Afterwards.
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Amplifying Women’s Voices
Placing Women at the Center of Development Agenda
In a country where women face impediments to their basic freedoms and civil rights, WISE is
determined to reclaim women’s due spaces in all sectors of life.We believe that Pakistani women
posess capacity for transforming the patriarchal society to more open & tolerant, accepting diverse
religious, political & social standpoints. WISE amplify women’s voices -a guaranteed way to
contribute to a more equitable and just society. We organize gender actions also actively contributing
to local & national women’s rights movements in which women and their supporters are setting the
agenda for change.

Responding Gender
Based Violence:

During the period of May 2011-April 2012, WISE initiated “Women for Implementation to Stop Harassment”
(WISH) in collaboration with Global Fund for Women (GFW) to promote awareness on sexual harassment laws in
Public and Private Institutions through consultations & seminars at Punjab level. Later WISE undertook advocacy
initiatives at community level during the period of June 2015-February 2016, to end gender based violence.
During the period seminars and meeting were organized to welcome the enactment of Provincial law against
domestic violence. The provincial government was reminded that despite such pro-women legislations, there is
nothing to stop the abuse of women in Pakistan. There are least women in the public sphere, particularly the
young women because the male-dominated society shuts them indoors. The society still mourns the birth of a girl
child, and this cuts across classes. Entering the realm of politics or practical social life is hard for any woman and
much harder for a young woman.
WISE has been regularly observing the 8 March-The International Women Day through organizing
multidimensional activities, like public seminars, public rallies and demos on different women issues. In the last
few years WISE has organized women seminars in different communities so that women at grass roots level have
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the opportunity to participate. The young community girls, who are
WISE volunteers, generally organize these activities and finalize
arrangement with the technical support of the WISE. Since its
inception WISE has organized around 12 such events in connection
with International Women Day. Besides, WISE also organized public
seminars in connection with National Working Women Day on 22
December, involving working women from various sectors .
Since its inception, WISE has been partner as well, in celebrating
Rural Women Day on 15 October every year. Similarly WISE has also
been active part of annual activities under the 16-days of Activisim,
at local level. In this regards WISE organized public meetings in
collaboration with Educational Institutes involving students and
faculty members.

WISE has been engaged in
awareness, advocacy & lobby
for ending gender based
violence and discrimination
through demanding new
progressive legislations and
overhauling of the
administrative justice system
in Pakistan. WISE is also
responding individual needs
of GBV survivors through
referral network services.
WISE has provided several
trainings to number of civil
society organizations on this
subject. Our approach is
reflected through critical
e n ga g e m e n t a n d
accountability of the
concerned authorities.
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Advocacy on UN Conventions & National Laws

The SSU provided comprehensive
support for reintegration of survivors
in society. Under this initiative women
detention and protection centers
including Darul-Amans & women
police station in Lahore were also
visited to identify gaps in their working
and suggested improvements in
functioning.

Supporting Violence Victims
WISE engagement with the Regional
Directorate of Human Rights Ministry in
Punjab helped supported torture and
violence victims/survivors in many ways.
After fact finding, WISE used to prepare
the cases of the victims and send
requests to the ministry to provide relief
(Legal and financial assistance) to the
victim or their families. After due
process of verification WISE managed to
secure assistance for a number of poor
victims of violence.

Advocacy on anti-Torture law
WISE has been campaigning and advocating for the legislation against custodial torture in
Pakistan after the govt. of Pakistan ratified the UN Convention against Torture in 2010. Since then
WISE has been highlighting the issue of custodial torture through multiple interventions of
awareness, advocacy & lobby with parliamentarians public seminars, trainings workshops (folk
schools), public actions (International Day against Torture), researches and data collection.
Following activities were conducted during the last 4 years:

In 2012, WISE initiated an advocacy
campaign for law against custodial
torture, involving senior lawyers, judges
and civil society actors. Hectic advocacy
and lobbying was carried out with
Senators, members National Assembly,

25 June 2015: Press Conference, International Day in Support of torture Victims.
26 June 2015: Consultation “Torture & Impunity-Impediments to Human Rights”.
25-26 Feb 2014: Two Day Workshop on Testimonial Therapy of Torture Victims.
26 June 2014: demonstration, International Day in Support of Victims of Torture.
14-16 Sept 2014: Three-Day National Level Folk School on Human Rights.
26 June 2013: Seminar on “Ending Torture-Protecting Human Rights” in connection
with International Day in Support of Victims of Torture in Lahore.
30 November 2013: Consultation on Gap Analysis of Existing Laws in compliance
with UN Convention Against Custodial Torture in Lahore.

Torture Survivors Support Unit
During the period Jan 2011-Dec 2013, WISE established a Survivor Support Unit (SSU) in collaboration with SPO to
provide rehabilitative services, including legal, psychosocial counseling to the women violence and torture victims.
It supported 20 women victims of different forms of violence; sexual harassment, honor crimes, domestic violence
and rape survivors in collaboration with human rights institutions. WISE also provided legal and financial support to
the victims.
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Review of Laws & Implementation
Ministry of Law & Justice and standing
committee on law and justice. As a
result, the draft bill was presented in
the Standing committee on Human
Rights in the Senate of Pakistan. Later it
was moved to National Assembly but
still pending there. The Anti-Torture
Alliance-Pakistan is in constant touch
with the assembly secretariate in this
regard.

Case documentation:
in collaboration with May 18 Memorial
Foundation, WISE undertook a brief
exercise of monitoring & data
collection of custodial torture
incidents in Punjab, during the period
(Dec 2014-Feb 2015). Fact-finding and
documentation of cases of Torture,
legal assistance & psycho social
counseling to torture victims was part
of this initiative. Unfortunately we
could not continue this exercise due to
paucity of resources.

Compliance of HR Conventions:
With the award of GSP+ status to Pakistan by EU in 2014,
the compliance of 27 UN Conventions has been made
mandatory. WISE is vital part of Civil Society Working
Group (CSWGP) on GSP+Punjab, established in February
2015, in Lahore. The main objective of the group is to
monitor the State compliance of Pakistan's international
human rights commitments and to engage with
stakeholders, including the Cabinet Committee, Treaty
Monitoring Cell and Human Rights Institutions.

Protection of women against violence:
WISE has always been in the forefront of struggle to end
violence against women & girls. It was part of Provincial
Legislative Watch Committee to negotiate with
provincial govt. departments and lobby with elected
members of Punjab Assembly for the legislation for
women protection against domestic violence. In result
to all that efforts, the Punjab Assembly passed the long
awaited law “The Punjab Protection of Women against
Violence Act, 2016” in February 2016. WISE constantly
reviews the pace of implementation of this law.

20
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Review of Laws & Implementation

Alliances & Networking
For the last 6 years, WISE has been
extensively working for women rights,
gender equality, rule of law, access to
justice, fundamental freedoms and
compliance of UN human rights
conventions through awareness, advocacy
and lobbying. It is active member of
following networks and alliances at
national, regional and international level:
1. Pakistan Nari Tehreek
2. World March of Women (WMW)
3. Alliance Against Child Marriages (AACM)
4. Pakistan Human Rights Defenders Network
5. Civil Society Working Group on GSP+ Punjab
6. Mumkin Alliance, Pakistan
7. Child Rights Movement (CRM), Punjab
8. Anti-Torture Alliance Pakistan (ATA)
9. Joint Action Committee for Peoples Rights

Women Right to Land:
Under Women Right to Land & Inheritance
WISE undertook activities in collaboration
with Action Aid Pakistan, during the period
of March 2012-Nov 2012. In this regard a
Provincial consultation was organized in
Lahore on Women Right to land and
Inheritance.
This consultation was aiming to bring all
stakeholders' concerns together including
women folk, peasants' organizations,
farmers' alliances, govt. officials, civil
society and media.
A comprehensive strategy for advocacy
was evolved on the basis of mutually
approved agenda and demands for
women mainstreaming as the key right
holders. Several representatives from
Civil Society Organizations, grass root
communities, public officials, social and
political workers from various districts of
Punjab Participated.
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Early Child Marriages:
Being a member of provincial committee of
Punjab Social Welfare Department, WISE was
mandated to analyze the situation of the early
marriages in Punjab, and to propose
amendments in the existing law “Prohibition of
child marriage restraint act 1929” to draft a new
law to end the discrimination with regard to the
minimum age between boys and girls. WISE also
conducted a study based on comparative
analysis of laws related to early marriages in
South Asia.

Local Governance & Women:
Since 2012, WISE remained active on local
governance. Through press conferences,
consultations and seminars we persistently
pushed the Punjab government to introduce LG
Law and hold early elections in Punjab under the
constitutional provisions. Also engaged with
parliamentarians and relevant government
departments for legislation. Finally a law was
enacted in 2013 and LG polls were held in 2015.
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Global Participation
WISE representation at regional & global forums
*South Asia Peace Conference (Nepal 2011)
*International Council Meeting of WMW (Philippines 2011)
*Asian Conference on Human Rights (Hong Kong 2012)

Research & Publications
WISE has set up a research & publication desk to undertake in multi disciplinary research on
important, contemporary and theoretical questions regarding women issues, human rights, child
and labor rights. It offers services in this regards to other institutions as well. During the last 6
years, WISE has produced and disseminated a number of researches and reports among the
larger audience.

*Network Against Torture Conference (Bangla Desh 2013)
*Workshop on Trauma Counseling (Hong Kong 2013)
*Democracy and Rule of Law (South Korea, 2014)
*Conference on Human Rights, Rule of Law (Indonesia, 2015)
*South Asia Women Movement Conference (Sri Lanka, 2015)
*Conference on Criminal Justice System (Hong Kong, 2015)
*Human Rights Council Session, (Geneva, 2016)
*Conference on Human Rights & Rule of Law (Brussels 2016)
*Asian Conference on Human Rights (Sri Lanka 2017)
*State of Human Rights Defenders Conference (Bangkok 2017)

GIRLS, NOT BRIDES: A Situational Analysis of
Child Marriages in Pakistan
WISE conducted this study in collaboration with Action Aid, Pakistan
in 2013. The study encompasses the social, religious and legal aspects
surrounding the issue of early girl marriages in Pakistan. It discusses
the negative impacts of early girl marriages and flags the need for progirls amendments in law. Besides presenting an overview of
international conventions and laws related to child marriages in
South Asia, the study probes the Pakistani laws related to early girl
marriages.

*Conference on Women Human Rights Defenders (Nepal 2017)
*Global Eco-Socialist School (Netherlands 2017)

UNCAT: An analysis of state of torture and
implementation of UNCAT in Pakistan
Despite the fact, Pakistan ratified the UNCAT in 2010; it has yet to
make law criminalizing custodial torture by the law the enforcement
agencies-an ugly and common practice in Pakistan. WISE developed
this report in 2012. It probes gaps in the existing legal frameworks
preventing torture and presents a draft Bill for
prohibition of Torture in Pakistan.

WOMEN IN LOCAL GOVT. : Situational analysis
(District Lahore & Nankana Sahib)
The report speaks about the detailed analysis of the
primary data about the newly elected women councilors of UCs in
Metropolitan Corporation, Lahore and District Nankana Sahib. It
presents findings and trends regarding the experience, professions,
education level, age group, and political affiliation of women
councilors in 2 districts.

PUNJAB LOCAL GOVT. ACT 2013:
A Critical Analysis
Published in 2017, WISE developed this Critical Analysis for advocacy
on a pro-people LG system in Punjab and to sensitize the policy
makers; legislators and legal experts.It highlights flaws and gaps in the
PLGA 2013 and present recommendations to improve the law in the
true spirit of the Article 140-A of the constitution.
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Research & Publications
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Research & Publications

WOMEN RIGHT TO LAND:
An analysis of policies and problems in Pakistan

BRIDGES: An Action Research on the issue of
Rape & Criminal Justice System in Pakistan

Command of property is the most severe form of
inequality between men and women today. In face of
overwhelming evidence of the power of land in agrarian
countries like Pakistan, the right to and control of land
by women has not merited attention. WISE conducted
this study in 2012 in collaboration with Action Aid
Pakistan. The study advocates the women case amid
clash of social and legal perceptions on prevailing Civil,
Islamic, Customary and Family laws.

WISE conducted this research in 2014 for Mehargarh in
three districts of Multan, Muzaffargarh and Lahore.
Besides case studies of rape victims, informal interviews of police
personnel, public prosecutors, ex-judges, lawyers and concerned civil
society actors were main tools to develop this report. The findings
were astonishingly disturbing as the actors of the justice bazar viewed
majority of the rape complaints as false. Police have strong opinion
that modest women never report incident of rape.

WOMEN DEVELOPMENT SECTOR, PUNJAB:
Mapping gaps in post 18th Amendment Scenario

LOCAL GOVERNANCE:
Functions and Duties of Union Councils

WISE conducted this study in 2014 for Citizens
C o m m i s s i o n fo r H u m a n D e v e l o p m e n t ( C C H D ) . T h e
study assesses and analyses the pace of devolution of
WDD portfolio at fiscal, administrative, legislative and
political levels in Punjab province. It also looks at the
performance and direction of the steps of the newly
established WWD Punjab. The study presents solid and
policy recommendations.

This brief booklet in Urdu language is a handbook for the
general public and especially for the members of the union
councils to know the roles and responsibilities of the UC
and powers of the chairman vice chairman and secretary. It also speaks
about the structure of the Union Council, electoral procedure, financial
and administrative matters. The most important are the rules and
regulations for the union council, which have been described in simple
Urdu language for the councilors.

INCOMPLETE GENDER NOTES:
Anthology of essays on women lives in Pakistan

PRO-WOMEN LAWS IN PAKISTAN:
A handbook for the women folk

This brief booklet is collection of essays, write-ups and
a r t i c l e s p e n n e d d o w n b y B u s h ra K h a l i q , E xe c u t i ve
Director WISE (Women in Struggle for Empowerment)
between 2007-2011. The Notes reflect upon variety of
issues related to women in Pakistan, ranging from
women daily struggles against state and societal
oppression, honor killings, impacts of rising extremism
on women and stories of women from flood-hit areas.

The booklet is anthology of pro-women laws in Pakistan,
translated into Urdu language for the general public and
especially for women folk to better understand their rights
protected through laws. The complex legal language is
m a d e s i m p l e , ex p l a i n e d w i t h c o l o r f u l s ke tc h e s a n d
drawings. It enlists the Laws in Chronological order with amendments
if any. This is quite easy to understand and women can use it as a
handbook.

CHILD LABOR: Survey of worst forms of
Child Labor in Districts Khushab & Mianwali

TRAINING MANUAL:
Local Govt. Women Councilors in Punjab

The report is part of the series of surveys assigned by the
Provincial Child Labor Unit and ILO in 10 districts of
Punjab. In collaboration with PCLU, the WISE conducted
this survey in district of Khushab & Mianwali. The report contains
detail information on worst forms of child labor (WFCL) in the district
and identifies some new sectors with child labor.

The manual is developed in Urdu language for the trainers
to impart women councilors the knowledge about local
govt. system, functioning, structure and tiers, democracy,
parliament and judicial system of Pakistan. It contains
g u i d e l i n e s to c o n d u c t t ra i n i n g , h a n d b i l l s a n d re a d i n g
material for distribution among training participants.
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Media Coverage

Media Coverage

WISE has a policy of positive engagement with local and national media; including print and electronic
media. Since its inception WISE enjoys cordial relations with mainstream national dailies and TV
channels. Both; English and Urdu media has been giving due space to WISE activities and actions and
frequently seeks WISE position on burning social issues particularly women issues. On several
occasions WISE representatives were invited on media forums and panel discussion on TV channels to
present their views on specific issues related to women and human rights.
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Audit Reports

